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Hidden No More !
In recognition of
Women’s History
Month, what could be
more fitting than to honor the women of NASA
who helped John
Glenn travel into
space.
Ms. Jackson,
Ms. Johnson, and
Ms. Vaughan
helped create
America’s history. Not only did
they help develop
the process of
putting the first
American man in
space, but they also went
through gender and racial stereotypes and segregation. Their responses
to these challenges are
inspiring because all
three women remained
headstrong in an unfair
situation. Although they
underwent many challenges, these three women are still recognized
for making outstanding
discoveries. Hidden Figures, which was a film

that followed these
women’s careers, was
recognized in the entertainment and educational
community. Some of its
accolades include the

Caption describing picture
or graphic.

Screen Actors Guild
Award for Outstanding
Performance by a Cast in
a Motion Picture,
NAACP Image Award
for Outstanding Actress
in a Motion Picture,
Award in a Period Film,
and the Costume Designers’ Guild Award for
Best Costume Design in
a Period Film.The movie
is based on the book,
Hidden Figures: The

Story of the AfricanAmerican Women Who
Helped Win the Space
Race, published in 2016.
Overall, the stories of
these inspirational ladies
should have been
shared earlier. Their
lives can teach the
public of the hardships that both African-Americans and
women went
through at the time.
Living in the world
today, people need
to realize how important it is to educate ourselves of
these hardships.
Learning about other
people’s lives can not
only teach us new things,
but can also show us
what a little bit of determination and hard work
can do.
By: Athanasia
Chandras
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Should School Start Later?
How would you feel about
getting some extra zzzz’s each night?
It is believed that many kids don’t get
enough sleep and have to wake up
early for school; this can have detrimental effects on them.The federal
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) are trying to persuade
education policy makers to start
school later so that kids can do better
physically and academically. The
CDC wants
schools to
start later,
so that students can
get 8.5 to
9.5 hours
of sleep
each night.
According
to The Atlantic
Magazine,
“Both the
CDC and
the pediatricians’ group cited significant risks that come with lack of
sleep, including higher rates of obesity and depression, and motor-vehicle
accidents among teens, as well as an
overall lower quality of life.” A CDC
report states that 75% of schools start
earlier than 8:30 AM in more than 40
states. Many people would like to see
that change.
The University of Minnesota’s Center for Applied Research and
Educational Improvement studied
whether later starting times for school
helped kids. More than 9,000 high
school students in Minnesota, Colorado, and Wyoming had better attend-

ance, test scores, and grades in math,
english, science, and social studies.
Moreover, there was a decline in tardiness, substance abuse, and symptoms
of depression. In a 1998 study of 10th
graders who were starting school an
hour early at 7:20 a.m., found that
these students went to bed at the same
time they used to despite an earlier
start time for school, which meant that
half of the students averaged seven
hours of sleep each night, which is below the recommended amount. This
interfered with their circadian rhythm,
or their body clock affecting their sleep
patterns.
Despite the benefits of getting more
sleep, many parents do not want
schools to start at a later time because
they think that it will affect many other
activities and chores. They argue they
won’t have anybody to take care of
younger siblings and it will interfere
with the child’s extracurricular activities. However, if the child lacks sleep,
it could be harmful and will most likely
affect him/her in class and on the playing field.
In conclusion, many children in the
world lack sleep everyday due to early
school starts. Numerous studies have
established starting school later will
improve students’ overall performance.
There is no doubt this is topic is highly
debatable. How do you weigh in on
this question? Can you provide a valid
argument for this heated topic?

By Ayush Agarwal
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WHAT’S HAPPENING IN STEM...

BRIDGE BUILDING
Using candy to build a
bridge…really? Yes, really! In STEM, students designed bridges using materials that are unusual. Students worked in groups
and began a series of steps
in order to execute their
bridges. A presentation
was displayed showcasing
different bridge designs
over the course of history.
Students were exposed to
these various bridge designs and were told to
choose the one they felt
would hold the most
weight. The many designs
they chose from were the
truss bridge, the arch
bridge, the suspension

bridge, and the cantilever
bridge.
Students had to measure the dimensions of the
bridge before actually
building it so they could
plan their blueprints accordingly. Mrs. Esteves
then provided them with
materials such as toothpics, gumdrops, and string
to help build the bridges.
Students were also
provided with mock
checks and a budget of
$5000. The bridges needed to come in under budget, but also be efficient.
In the end, our
“McGyver” groups had

successfully made extraordinary bridges from ordinary materials.
By: Saniya Tasnim
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SMS WINTER SPORTS

Boy’s Team:
John O’Connell
Edison Yang
Amro Abdelrazek
Jamling Lama
William Lasi
XavierThornton
Veton Tolaj
Patrick Pantliano
Ali Ahmed
Mark Dehnert
Zachary Pascarello--Mgr.
Coach: Chris Innis
Girl’sTeam:
Ella Langrehr
Zoe Sakatos
Gina Fragliossi
Sydney Ianuale
Brianna Carrasquillo
Jules Nazario
Carmelina Sanci—Mgr.
Kaitlyn Kelly
Colleen Young
Mia Cucchiara
Aditi Sirohi
Lindsey Ross
Coach: Amber Butler

Hoops Season Ends
Another basketball
season is in the books!

These student-athletes
turned in great results
with the girl’s team
finishing up with a 9-6
record, and the boy’s
team showing only one
loss with a 15-1 rec-

ord.
These students
should be very proud
of their accomplishments; we surely admire them for all they
do to boost the
school’s morale.
A shout out goes

to coaches Butler and
Innis, as well as the
team managers, for all
their time, dedication,
and effort.
Middle Pages Staff
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YES WE CAN !

“The key is for
women not to
set any limits.”

SMS CELEBRATES WOMEN’S DAY
On March 8th, SMS celebrated Women’s Day
with an informative assembly presented by Mrs. Sciscilo and Mr. Sutrisno.
The students then proceeded to the gym where
they took on the faculty in
a rousing game of hand-

ball. The students and faculty matched each other
point for point with good
sportsmanship being
shown by both sides. We
were then treated to a
performance by the Recreation Cheer Team, recently crowned National
Champions.

Martina

This event celebrated
the accomplishments and
strengths of women, while
also demonstrating the
value of teamwork and
camaraderie.

By: Staff

Navratilova
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Iceberg Calving
A huge iceberg about
the size of Delaware is
going to break off the
Larsen C ice shelf located at the Antarctic Peninsula. According to
Science Daily, “ an ice
shelf is a floating extension of land-based glaciers which flow into the
ocean. Because they already float in the ocean,
their melting does not
directly contribute to
sea-level rise.” Also, ice
sheets act as a protection against glaciers
flowing down to the
coast. Larsen C is more

than twice the size of
Wales and a huge iceberg is expected to
break off it. Satellite observations from December 2016 showed a
growing crack which
predicted that the giant
iceberg is going to
calve. Scientists don’t
know if this calving is
due to climate change or
something else, but they
do know that climate
change has caused the
ice shelf to get thinner.
Scientists are now wondering if the calving can

cause the whole ice
sheet to collapse. If it
does collapse, it would
create a huge area with
numerous icebergs and
other fragments. It
would also allow glaciers to come through and
raise sea levels. In fact,
Larsen A and B ice
shelves which collapsed
in 1995 and 2002, respectively, caused a
larger amount of ice to
enter the ocean and
raised the sea level.
By: Ayush Agarwal
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Into
UnderMuse-

Diving
Europe’s
water
um

Have you ever wondered, “Is it possible to have a museum underwater?” Well, Europe has just
made that possible by installing an underwater museum 15 meters under Lanzarote, an island in the
Atlantic Ocean, called Museo Atlantico.
Its duration to fully complete took about 2-3 years, but Europe’s underwater museum, Museo Atlantico, is finally finished. The museum is only visible
to underwater divers or snorkelers. It features many
amazing figures of humans, which will not only provide
an amazing sight for spectators to behold, but will also
help form part of an artificial reef that acts as a breeding site for other marine species.
This creation, was the envisionment of Jason
deCaires Taylor. Jason DeCaires Taylor, the creator of
this fine work of art, says that he wants “...it to inspire
people to understand more about our oceans and the
threats facing it." DeCaires Taylor was born in August 12, 1974, and his nationality is British. Thanks
to him and his amazing sense of creativity and experience as a British sculptor, this amazing work of
art is here today for those adventurous divers and snorkelers.
Atlantico contains 35 human figures, that were made purely out of stone, “walking” under the surface of the Earth. It is estimated to take up a 50x50 meter lot underwater. Although Museo Atlantico
was open to the public since March, 2016, only now can viewers see Museo Atlantico in its fully completed beauty.
Taylor speaks of his masterpiece, “The whole idea was for it to become a portal to another
world.” I think we can safely say that is exactly what he has done.
By: Anay Tillu
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CONGRATULATIONS
TO ALL THE MIDDLE
SCHOOL STUDENTS,
FACULTY, AND STAFF
WHO PARTICIPATED
IN THIS YEAR’S
PLAY, SHREK THE
MUSICAL. WHETHER
YOU WERE ONSTAGE
OR BEHIND THE
SCENES, YOU MADE
US FEEL LIKE IT WAS A
“BIG, BRIGHT, BEAUTIFUL W ORLD”!

Photos courtesy of Madeline Gasser
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SCIENCE FAIR 2017

This year’s Science Fair
proved to be an incredible success under the tutelage of Mrs.
Cathy Taylor, Science Fair Coordinator.
This year was the 14th year
having the Science Fair at the
middle/high school. All in all,
there were 186 projects from
the middle school, the most
ever presented. The 6th grade
had 100% of the students presenting projects, while the 7th
and 8th grade accelerated classes, along with the high school
STEM academy, also participated.
This year’s judges included
faculty, past and present, as
well as members of our community who took time out of
their busy schedules to help
judge. We were excited to see
two players from the New
York Giants volunteer to judge
students’ projects.
We are all looking forward
to see what new experiments
SMS students come up with
next year!

Congratulations to the following students who received
awards:

Grade 8: Gold:
Ergen Banja*
Silver:
Elaine Tiruneh
Bronze:
Nirish Chilakala
Grade 7: Gold:
Harveen Jhamatt
Silver:
Liliana Hopkins
Bronze:
Tyler Lam *
Grade 6: Gold:
Uma Advani
Sophia Benavente-Sayani
Armaan Budhrani
Raphael Miguel
Aashi Mishra
Anya Singh*
Aaditiya Shroff

Silver:
Aarti Advani
Maryam Ahmed
Marcus Linder
Alexa Targi
Anay Tillu
Bronze:
Younes Abada
Ayush Agarwal
Shannon Lawlor
Areeba Siddik
Ayden Smeyers
By: Surbi Mehta

* Denotes Hudson County
winner also
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Spring
Red, yellow, and pink flowers,
Soon to come from May showers.
The snow slowly drifting away,
Returning soon on a wintry day.
When fresh seems everywhere around,
When there is positivity that surrounds.
The scent of freshly cut grass, wafting in the air,
The beautiful season of spring to share.
Butterflies, bees finding their way
To flowers and sweet nectar, waiting to slay.
Birds welcome spring with their chirpy ,
Humans awaken with much birdsong.
Oh! Spring is finally here,
The beauty of colors, clouds shed a tear.
The drop falls onto the nature below,
Brooks murmur sweetly, as nature begins to grow.

By: Saniya Tasnim

For all you comic book fanatics, Saturday, May 6th, is “Free Comic Book Day”
Visit the following website to see which stores in our area will
be participating:
freecomicbookday.com

